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Increased focus on culture as problem and solution

•Organizational culture as both the

• problem: “lax culture”, an “insufficient culture”

and

• solution: “build a culture of safety”, “change the culture”

•Understood by policy makers and managers as a tool to change 

and manage behavior 
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Silbey, S. S. (2009). Taming Prometheus: Talk about safety and culture. Annual Review of Sociology, 341-369.



Culture is an elusive tool because it is

• A System

• Fragmented

• Emergent and Continuous

• and it Depends on Alignment
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Culture as a System

• A system of signs - language, materials, practices - circulating in the 
workplace that communicates to employees the correct way to act, think, 
talk, and feel in the organization.

• Not an individual-level characteristic or responsibility

• Observed in: 

• Values: stated values, priorities, and expected behavior

• Artifacts: symbols, dress, rituals, routines, language, stories

• The observation or “measurement” of change should occur at the system-
level. Only after the system is moving for some time does it make sense to 
measure change at the group or individual level. 
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Artifacts (visible): objects, 

symbols, physical setting, 

language, stories, rituals.

Values (visible): stated & 

promoted values, priorities, 

and norms.

Assumptions (invisible): 

fundamental perspectives  

of humans and interaction

Objects: Are researchers 

wearing lab coats?

Rituals: Does the PI participate 

in inspections?

Stories: About lab closures for 

non-compliance?

Symbols: Have scientists created 

safety notices/signs in their lab?

Stated Values: Does the  Dean 

talk about safety?

Priority: Is safety performance 

included in the tenure process? 

Is it an honor to be on the IBC?

Do journals require a discussion 

of safety practices?

Are there resources for safety?

Are the Biosafety Officers well 

paid and treated?

Assumptions (invisible): about 

human relations
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Culture as Emergent and Continuous

• Culture is both the outcome of and context for action in organizations

• Cultures emerge from:

• Critical incident and the organization’s response to that incident

• The actions and words of organization’s leaders:

• What they pay attention to and prioritize

• What they say and do when problems arise

• Preserved and transmitted through recruitment, socialization, 
de/promotions, and other human resource processes.
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Culture as Fragmented

•Within any organization there are multiple, local cultures (sub-

cultures)

• Emerge from different work, expertise, and related interests and 

resources 

• The interpretation and response to centralized/top down initiatives 

varues across sub-cultures
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Culture as Fragmented

• Interpretations of and responses to regulations vary, depending on:

• How knowledge is produced (biology versus chemistry) 

• An employee’s expertise, authority, interaction with regulators 
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Gray, G. C., & Silbey, S. S. (2014). Governing inside the organization: interpreting regulation and compliance. American Journal of 
Sociology, 120(1), 96-145.

Interpret regulator as an:

Ally Obstacle Threat

Expertise Related Competing Local

Authority Staff Line Limited 

Interaction with regulators
Direct regular 

interaction

Mediated by staff or 

forms

Direct, periodic 

observation 

For example: EHS staff PI, Dean
Lab Technician, 

Graduate Student



Culture Depends on Alignment

• Cultural change and maintenance depends on alignment:

• Resources: time, job design, equipment, support, sops and other guides, training 

systems (expertise), communication systems, reporting systems

• Interests: human resource systems

• Responsibility for culture must be aligned with authority:

• Managers/PIs who have authority for resources are responsible for the culture

• Employees, make decisions with given resources, about aligning with a culture 

in their daily work

• If employees do not have resources to align, this is a managerial failure. 
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Managing High Expectations

•Organizational culture change is a long-term, expensive endeavor 

that requires the commitment of leaders from across the organization.

• Work with pilot projects

• Work on the leaders (current and future)

• Work on the supporting/aligning systems

• Continue to develop the biosafety role and profession

• Consider important complementary approaches to producing safe 

laboratories
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Conduct Culture Change Pilot Projects

• Do senior management have evidence that the investment of 

resources will pay off?

• Develop small-scale projects that produce proof of concept

• Find a sub-culture in the organization that is open to going beyond 

compliance 

• Identify people across levels who are credible with their peers to form a 

change coalition

• Use Kotter’s change model!
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Kotter, J. P. (1996). Leading change. Harvard Business Press.



Work on the Leaders (current and future)

• Are the millennial scientists more attuned to societal responsibilities?

• No systematic evidence, but this is what Biosafety Officers are reporting.

• Engage scientists in:

• Developing and facilitating training programs 

• Integrating safety and security  module in undergraduate and graduate training

• Develop exchanges/partnerships between institutions and academia-industry

• Creating a graduate student role on your IBC

• Any initiatives that make safety issues central to scientific work and training
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Work on the Supporting/Aligning Systems

• Is the focus on culture shifting time and resources away from supporting 

systems? 

• Without strong supporting systems, culture change is unlikely to happen

• Engage human resources, information technology, communications, strategic 

planning departments in your larger culture change plan 

• Identify opportunities to insert safety into their ongoing work and initiatives in the 

near term (e.g. performance management, system changes, planning, etc)

• Continue to invest in training, reporting, inspection systems
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Continue to Develop the Biosafety Role and Profession 

• Has the focus on culture overshadowed the central role of EHS staff (i.e. 
Biosafety Officers) in ensuring compliance?

• Techno-legal compliance expertise provides the content for the culture. 

• Techno-legal experts able to anticipate problems and identify emerging dangers by working 
in laboratories, generating familiarity, trust, and relations (Huising 2015). 

• Do the fundamental work of record-keeping, inspections, corrections and maintain 
compliance (Huising & Silbey 2011, Stephens,  Atkinson, & Glasner 2011)

• Yet, boots on the ground chronically underfunded and underappreciated

• Cultural change will not replace or reduce this role. Rather, the role should 
become more prominent.
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Huising, R. (2015). To hive or to hold? Producing professional authority through scut work. Administrative Science Quarterly, 60(2), 263-299.
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Consider Important Complementary Approaches
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Nudge Bureaucracy Relational Regulation Organizational Culture

Unit of 

Analysis/Focus of 

Compliance Work:

Individual Roles, rules, and procedures Network of actors
Assumptions and values, and 

artifacts that make these manifest

Means of Achieving 

Compliance:

Individual Cognition:

Framing choice sets and 

providing information.

Bureaucratic System: 

Standardization of expectations 

via formal roles, rules, and 

procedures.

Interactions: 

Work beyond official role to 

understand compliance issues 

and craft local, pragmatic 

solutions.

Subjectivity: Socialization and 

communication through human 

resource practices and leadership 

example.

Compliance Ends 

Sought:

Align individual decision 

making with regulatory 

requirements

Couple employee practice to 

regulatory requirements

Manage the gap between 

employee practice and regulatory 

requirements

Create a culture that emphasizes 

regulatory compliance, learning, 

and resilience

Responsibility for 

Compliance:

Distributed: all actors who 

inform, shape, and make 

decisions

Techno-Legal Professions 

(Specialists)

Team of Employees

(Generalists and Specialists)

Distributed: all members of the 

organization

Temporality of 

Compliance Effort:
Discrete Individual Decisions Repetitive Actions All Interactions All Communications

Huising, R.  and S. Silbey (forthcoming) From Nudge to Culture and Back Again: Coalface Governance in the Regulated Organization, 
Annual Review of Law and Social Science. 



Consider Important Complementary Approaches

• Nudge:  an emerging approach to changing consumer and citizen behavior by 

reconfiguring choice structures. Limited evidence of how this approach works 

within organizations.

• Bureaucracy: common approach of managing through formal organizational 

structure, defined job roles, articulate rules and procedures.

• Relational Regulation: less visible approach of managing through informal 

network of employees who solve problems that transcend or fall between the 

formal organizational roles, rules, and routines.
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Relational Regulation

• The gap between daily practices and those required by law or standards can 
never be eliminated. It has to be governed.

• Anomalies, unexpected problems, emerging situations for which the usual 
rules don’t work are routine in organizations.

• Require pragmatic, innovative, particularistic approaches to solve.

• Occurs when a network of generalists and specialists go beyond their roles 
and responsibilities to discuss, investigate, and create solutions.

• Depends on having slack time, connections to colleagues with diverse 
expertise, spaces for discussion, and freedom from bureaucratic constraints.
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Summary

• Attempting culture change as a means of increasing safe practice in 

labs is a long-term and resource intensive project – not a silver bullet.

• Concern that the focus on culture is shifting attention and resources 

away from the fundamentals that support and complement it.

• Recommend considering it as one lever, to be aligned with several 

others.

• Recommend a multi-pronged, staged approach to achieving change.
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Discussion and Questions
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